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ABSTRACT

The Mars Balloon Validation Program

(MABVAP) was initiated in August 1997 to

develop and validate key technologies needed
for aerobot missions on Mars. The major

elements of the program are the development of
balloons for flight on Mars, robust techniques for

deployment and inflation and modeling and

simulation of balloon flight paths, selection,

development and tests of available balloon
materials, design and fabrication of balloons

(both superpressure and solar- heated), design

and fabrication of deployment and inflation
systems for aerial deployment, design and
fabrication of avionics to control

deployment/inflation process and to get
telemetry and video data. Modeling of main

processes during deployment and actual flight is
also a part of MABVAP.

In order to validate deployment and inflation,

MABVAP applies experience from previous

Mars balloon development or study activi:ies -
the Russian-French Mars Aerostat Project (q 988-

1995), Mars Aerial Platform Study (1994) and
Mars Aerobot/Balloon Study (1996). The

progra.'n includes laboratory, wind tunnel,

vacuum chamber tests of the system components
and a number of tropospheric and stratospheric

flight tests of deployment and inflation of light-
film balloons in a simulated Martian

environment

Key issues in the design include: the use of
proven materials or their combinations; the

availability of adequate balloon fabrication

technologies and processes; evacuation of gas
from the balloon prior to packaging and the

design of a balloon container capable of storing
the balloon over a wide range of ambient
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pressures. During the deployment process
several considerations come into play: mitigation

of forces on the balloon during deployment; a
safe deployment process which does not tear the

balloon; avoiding subsequent instabilities of the

balloon including helium gas bulb propagation
inside the balloon. Other key design issues

include the necessity for a reefing mechanism for
ensuring stable and predictable inflation of the

balloon and the choice between top and bottom
infi,ttion.

Tes:., that have been. made at JPL and at the

Vertical Wind Tunnel at NASA Langley

Research Center clarified many of the first order
issues discussed above and lead to the baseline

configuration with inflation from the bottom
without a reefing mechanism. The system is to

be stable during the most critical part of inflation
process. Although oscillations may develop
when the balloon is filled more than -60% in

volume the bottom inflation configuration

ensures that these do not damage the balloon.

Free drop tests of the inflated balloon at LARC
and ;:t JPL confirmed stability in the free flight.

To avoid possible damage of the balloon during

inflation, a special diffuser/windsock has been
destgned to operate at high inflation rates. The

system has been validated by inflating 12.5 mk
and 8.5 mk 10-m diameter balloons in the

vacuum chamber at 5 mbar ambient pressure.

A series of free flight tests of a brassboard

deployment module from an altitude of 1.5 km
have been conducted with the payload dropped

initially from a hot air balloon and in later flights

from a helicopter. These tests were successful
and demonstrated the shock mitigation approach

and the stability of inflation of the balloon from

gas cylinders beneath the balloon.
The first successful stratospheric tests with
simulation of Martian environment using a
carrier balloon to raise the deployment module to

~35 km was performed in March 1999.. Plans
are being initiated for tests of a miniaturized

system that would be compatible with the

payload envelope for a Mars Micromission
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launched by Ariane 5. Development and

stratospheric test of this miniaturized system

could be conducted during the spring of 1999.

INTRODUCTION
Airborne platforms and lighter-than-air vehicles

specifically may become powerful tools in the
future of the planetary exploration. After real

experience with the Sojourner rover and few

years of detailed development of powerful rovers
for Mars 2003 and 2005 missions became clear

strong restrictions of the surface rover's

mobility. Probably the realistic travel distances

would be limited by tens of kilometers per year
at relatively obstacle-free plains and units of

kilometers or less at the rugged terrains. Large
areas of Mars are inaccessible for rovers at all.

LTA should survive deployment loads, it should
be inflated safely in a few minutes From this

poi_s! of view attractiveness of the aerial vehicles

is obvious. However the fundamental problem
for .:,em is low density of the Martian

atmosphere that is equivalent to the stratosphere
of Earth above 35 km. As it is well known that

no heavier-than-air vehicle reached this altitude

so far. Low pressure and high thermal contrasts

provide a difficulty and for lighter-then-air
vehicles (LTA): they must have a considerable

size to carry significant payloads.

It would be probably hard to find sites on Mars
to la,2nch LTA safely from the surface with

existi,,g technology; tile aerial launch i.e.

depl6yment and inflation of ETA during the
descent in the atmosphere seems now the most

feasiL'le option. Aerial deployment and inflation
has its own problems: LTA should be densely

packed and stored during the interplanetary
flight, it should survive deployment loads, it

should be inflated safely in a few minutes. At

present there is no relevant experience of
deployment large thin-film inflatable structures

in the stratosphere. The study of his process,
design work and tests should precede to any

Martian LTA missions. Development of
technology of the aerial deployment and inflation
of thin-film LTA in Martian environment is one

of strategic objectives of MABVAP.

BACKGROUND

The first practical concept for a balloon mission

in the atmosphere of Mars was initiated in April
1986 by French and Soviet researchers. The
concept was based on the success of the first

planetary balloon mission - the Venus VEGA
Balloons of 1985. The VEGA balloon heritage

significantly influenced the Mars Aerostat

approach specifically with respect to the mode of

deployment of balloon. A number of studies and

tests have been performed that clarified various
aspects of the Mars Aerostat performance. The

Planetary Society participated in this program

with Soviets and French, and developed the
concept of the snake or guiderope which
enabled the balloon to tolerate diurnal descents

to the surface as the balloon cooled at night and

permitted a mission duration of about 10 days as
well as in situ surface data.

However the most critical phase - aerial
deployment and inflation of a thin-film balloon
in the Martian-like environment has not been

demonstrated (1). Due to budget problems the
Russian-French development was terminated in
1995.

The new concepts - the Mars Aerial Platform

(MAP) proposal to the NASA Discovery
program in 1994 (2) and the Mars

Aerobot/Balloon Study (MABS), carried out for
NASA in 1996 (3), focused on the use of

superpressure balloon with its potential for long-

duration mission of up to 90 days. The MABS
study involved collaboration with the NASA

stratospheric balloon research program at

NASA's Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) and in a
fine example of spin-off from space programs

played a role in the formulation 0.2"NASA's
E_rth's Ultra-Long Duration Balloon oroject by

WFF. But again the deployment and inflation of
tire balloon was not addressed in detail.

Lighter-than-air planetary missions continued

attract growing interest due to unique
combination of proximity to the surface and

mobility that far surpasses capability of surface
vehicles. However, with the success of the

Sojourner microrover on the Mars Pathfinder
mission in the summer of 1997, JPL was asked

by NASA to assess the feasibility of a balloon

mission that was an order of magnitude smaller
than the Mars Aerostat and these other concepts.

The conclusion of this study was that such a
mission would be feasible but would require the

use of advanced light-weight materials to
improve the useful payload as a fraction of

floating mass at Mars. In addition, bottom-
inflation - introduction of gas from beneath the
balloon was determined to be the most effective

way of improving the useful payload as a
fraction of the total injected mass at Mars. Thus

not only was validation of aerial deployment and
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inflationof a thin-film light-gasballoon an
enabling technology for this generation of the

planetary missions but it required an approach

that has not been well investigated previously.,

MARS AEROBOT TECHNOLOGY

EXPERIMENT (MABTEX)
The MABTEX is conceived as the smallest

possible long duration Mars Aerobot with a

meaningful scientific payload. Recent progress
in microminiaturization -Sojourner (10 kg) and

Muses-C (1.2 kg) rovers, DS-2 Mars

Microprobes (3.5 kg) - lowers the "scientifically
useful " payload mass to 2.5-3 kg. The smallest

superpressure balloon to carry 2.5 kg in Martian

atmosphere is 10-11 m sphere. With some
margin 0.25-0.3 mil Mylar film can support day-

time superpressures when the balloon is heated

predominantly by IR-radiation from the surface.
Considerations of stability and system mass lead

to selection of a bottom inflation concept.

Various approaches to deploying MABTEX to
Mars have been considered but at this time there

is not a firm plan for a mission. One possible
approach has been as a New Millennium

technology experiment. More recently, the

concept of Mars Micromissions capable of
delivering payloads of 30 to 40 kg into the Mars
environment has been introduced. The decision

by NASA to carry out a Mars Micromission

airplane experiment in= "_',003 has remo::ed
prospects of flyinL.' a ballot, n at that opportuni.ty.

However, it has drawn great attention to :he
value of airborne science at Mars and this will

benefit the balloon approach when scienP.sts
became more aware of the severe limited

lifetimes and data return constraints of heavier-
than-air vehicles at Mars.

MARS AEROBOT VALIDATION

PROGRAM

The Mars Balloon Validation Program
(MABVAP) was initiated in August 1997 and
was conceived as a low-cost earth-based

program to be completed prior to carrying out
MABTEX. There are three major components to
MABVAP: validation of aerial deployment and

inflation, superpressure balloon design and

development of new simulation tools. The
primary emphasis to date and in this paper was

on the first - the most critical part. Progress is
now being extended to the other two areas. The

speed of progress in the MABVAP has been and
continues to be limited by budget constraints.

Approach: Our approach to validation of

deployment and inflation of a Mars balloon

consisted of three phases which became

progressively more costly to implement. This
approach was devised after extensive

consultation with the balloon community and in

particular with the CNES team that developed
and tested the Mars Aerostat:

Phase 1 - Concept Development; In this first

phase, the intent was to explore configuration

options, to test innovative concept in the
laboratory and in wind tunnels at small scale and

to establish the design space by using similarity
methods.

Phase 2 - Static Demonstration: In this phase,

functionally performing systems were built and

static tests were conducted at full scale. This step
confirmed the design choices made on the
smaller scale and built confidence in the

performance in the dynan_c environment.

Phase 3 - Dynamic Validation: The goal of this

phase was to demonstrate and validate the design

approach used in the closest approximation to
the environment of Mars- the Earth's

stratosphere. Free flight tests performed at low
altitude in the Earth's troposphere were not only
valuable in demonstrating the functionality of the

test systems prior to conducting stratospheric

tests but demonstrated the feasibility of the
bottom inflation approach for missions to planets

with dense atmospheres and particularly Venus
and Titan.

We drew on the experience of many other

projects. Many individuals and organizations
supported MABVAP: French CNES (J.Blamont,
A.Vargas, J.Evrard) shared results of Mars

Aerostat project, participated in our tests and

performed deployment simulations for us, South-
West Research Institute (B.Perry) described the
approach of OBJS project, NASA Centers

Langley (R.Whipple, M.Fremaux), Dryden (J.
Baer-Riedhard, J.Bauer, M.Rivas), Lewis

(J.Carek) provided critical test support,
discussions with S.Smith (NASA WFF) and

J.Rand (Winzen Engineering) were important in

the test definition. N.Kjomi (University of
Wisconsin), D.Nitsche, B.Barry contributed

greatly in the stratospheric tests. We enjoyed the
support of the FAA, FCC and local authorities of
County of Hawaii and BLM for permits of the

flight tests.
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Specific Objectives The specific objectives of the

program were:

• to define the flight system configuration for

the stratospheric flight tests and for
MABTEX

• to design, fabricate and test the elements of

the test flight system

• to develop models for simulation of essential

processes

• to test the most critical phases of the

deployment and inflation process

• to reveal and mitigate possible instabilities
and hazards

• to perform tropospheric deployment and
inflation of a tliin-film light-gas balloon to

simulate deployment and inflation in the

atmosphere of Venus

• to perform stratospheric deployment and

inflation of a full scale thin-film light-gas
balloon in Mars-like environment

Problem Areas: Critical issues for aerial

expanding helium (expansion rate ~ 22 mj Is);

residual gas evacuation; compact packaging of

the spherical balloon; balloon design for the
airborne deployment

Some of the problems were first approached

analytically and where that proved insufficient,
an extensive test program was developed to

study them. The program had a condensed
schedule: the wind tunnel tests started in late

December 1997, the first attempt of a

stratospheric test was in early October 1998.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Following extensive evaluation of previous

aerial deployment and inflation concepts we

adopted a bottom inflation concept and initiated
analytical studies, laboratory tests and wind

tunnel and free flight tests of smai! scale models
to confirm its feasibility.

_ J[] nl{¢y vohlehl

| fl Ilmik.-_ s _om IJ|ll_n _,,m.,_r t_ sP-|,t_h

Fig 1 Deployment and Inflation Concept

deployment and inflation were: mitigation of

deployment shocks; possible twisting of the
balloon; possible "spinnaker" and other

aerodynamic instabilities; avoiding if possible a

need for reefing the balloon; propagation of the
helium bubble to the top of the balloon when

inflated from the bottom; possible damage of the
balloon during helium inflation with a rapidly

Deployment and Inflation Concept: A

conceptual drawing of the bottom inflation
approach to aerial deployment and inflation of a

balloon appears in Fig. 1.

Several potential problem areas were examined

during the concept development phase
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Mitigating balloon envelope stresses during
deployment: if no restraint mechanisms (such as

a braking wheel) are used, the balloon starts a

free fall when it deploys from its container (Fig
N). Abrupt deceleration of the inflation system

suspended from the bottom of the balloon by the

balloon envelope produces a shock load at the
end of the deployment that would destroy the

envelope.

Several approaches to shock mitigation were

investigated. In addition to a braking wheel, a
combination of a damping device (an elastic

tether or a ripstitch shock absorber) with the

balloon reinforcement (load lines, polar cups)
can be used to mitigate the deployment shock.

The ripstitch appears to be more reliable though

less precise. Elastic materials do not attenuate
the motion rapidly enough and may also become

brittle at Martian t_mperatures. Thus, the

ripstitch was used as a prime shock absorber in
all our drop tests.

pajaLhtltu', at II'l,, I+aRC" and at the GSSL
t:tcllitv i[i ()rcgon. I't_f applic:]tioll tt> the Mars

ca,,c. ,ill tc,,i, dcpcmlcd Lm similarity scaling to
the d,, mtilnC c_mdititm,, that would be

experienced irl ,,trato'_pheric deployment. Shapes
and stability of the balloon were investigated for

bottom intlation at the wide range of dynamic
pressures: secondary tasks were estimates of

drag of partiully inflated balloon and study of

deployment with elastic tethers

Wind tunnel te_ts were performed in the vertical
wind tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center.

We used a spherical Mylar balloon 2-m diameter
attached to the floor of the tunnel. 1.5-m

diameter parachute was attached to the top fitting

of the balloon. The balloon was pre-inflated to
20-100% of its volume. The tests were

performed at the air velocities from 2.5 to 7 m/s

that corresponds to dynamic pressures from -4 to

29 Pa. The typical shape of the balloon during
the tests is shown on Figure 2.

A simple simulation has been performed to
estimate required ripping force and length of the

ripstitch. A more precise model developed by
CNES showed that a short shock with amplitude

few times more than the ripping force of the

ripstitch may occur during a few milliseconds
after stretching the balloon.

To rec.uce risk of damaging of the envelope we

adopt¢,d a new method, of packaging of the
balloon when the balt_on unrolls during the

deployment. The final shock occurs closer to the

middle of the balloon where it is taken by much
more amount of film than near the fittings. The

1-m diameter cups made of few layers of mylar
were part of the balloon structure. No special

load tapes were used; 1" 2 mil mylar tapes used
for sealing the balloon provided an additional

reinforcement. At the drop tests of real 10-m
balloon an additional short ripstitch was installed

between the bottom fitting and inflation system.

Stability of balloon in bottom inflatian

configuration: The CNES experience with the
Mars Aerostat indicated that the balloon could

become unstable when descending under the

parachute. The bottom-inflated configuration

appeared to offer a significant advantage in that
there was no large mass interposed between the

parachute and the balloon. We undertook to
verify this in a series of tests in a vertical wind

tunnel at Langley Research Center (LaRC) and
in free flight tests of subscale balloons and

Fig 2. Balloon Test in the LaRC Verticle
Wind Tunnell

The main results of these tests _vere:

• The balloon assumes a "'mushroom" shape
and remains remarkably stable when ilaflated

less than -5<)% at the whole range of

d,, namic pressures
• the balloon does not have a tendency to twist

• the o,,cill,ttitm_ induced by yon Karman
",,,',l-liCe>, drc dc_ch+ping _,,hcn the balloon is

ttltl,ltct.l illt,te than 6()",;. their frequency is
CI,_xC tO lhc estimate from the Struhai

II IllW/bCl"
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Free Descent Tests: A few drop tests of a

partially inflated balloon suspended under the
parachute were performed at LaRC. Though the

parachute had a significant gliding angle and the

The specific configurations varied according to

the test objectives.

6 ........
a b c d

Fig 3: Configuration of prototype deployment and inflation test.

1 - Pyro-A, 2 - Camera-2, 3 - packed balloon, 4 - Camera-I, 5 - radiosonde, 6 -Pyro-2, 7-

ripstitch, 8 - top plate, 9 - inflation tank, 10 - Pyro-3; dashed lines show cameras' field-of-vizw

balloon took a "spinnaker" shape no instabilities
were observed. Based on these results, we

concluded that a reefing system was not needed
for the balloon and all subsequent tests to date

have confirmed the validity of this initial
conclusion.

Descent tests of a 2-m balloon were also

performed at JPL ar.d at the GSSL Tiilamook

facility to evaluate the development of the
oscillations induced by yon Karman vortices and

the balloon performance. It is appeared that the
oscillations during the free descent, though

visible, need a time to develop and were much

less pronounced than observed in the wind
tunnel.

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM DESIGN

Based on the conceptual development activities,

a design for a prototype deployment and
inflation system that would be used in static tests

and in dynamic tests in the troposphere and
stratosphere was developed.

Prototype Flight System: The basic design and

test sequence of the system that was used during

the flight tests is shown on Fig.3.

Tow vehicle: A manned hot-air balloon and a

helicopter were used to lift the flight system at
the low-altitude tests; high-altitude carrier-

balloon was used in the stratospheric tests.

Parachute: flat dizk parachutes were used in the
most of the flight '_ests; these parachutes reliably

:nflate at the stratosphere

l'ipstitch: 20-m long webbing folded in the
middle and stitched with a certain rows of

threads was used as a deployment shock
absorber. Number of rows determines a ripping
¢orce.

Test balloon: Polyethylene balloon simulators
with a central load line were used in the low-

altitude deployment tests; Mylar balloons used in

inflation and stratospheric tests

Balloon container:, a solid box was used as the
balloon container the low-altitude tests; a

flexible fabric bag is the baseline for the

stratospheric tests

inflation System: The inflation system was
designed to deliver helium with the maximum
rate -20 g/sec. It included two Department of

Transportation (DOT) approved tanks, pressure
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regulator, solenoid valve, pressure and

temperature transducers, isolation and relief
valve. The flexible hose connected system with

the diffuser that was a part of the bottom fitting

of the balloon. The diffuser was based on design

provided by CNES but scaled to a 20 g/s
inflation rate.

Videocameras: one camera (upward looking)
was installed in the DM, the other (downward

looking) -under the parachute. The cameras

provided video coverage of the test sequence.

Long-range video was provided by DRFC to
document tests from the ground.

The maximum capacity of the inflation system is
0.9 kg of helium at 300 atmospheres. The

inflation system was adjusted to complete
inflation in - 64 sec. At an ambient pressure of

5 rob, 20 g/s will result in a volume rated of flow
of 22 m 3. To reduce the risk of damage to the

envelope, a flexible fabric diffuser or
"windsock" made of nylon with ~ 50% porosity

was attached to the output of the metal diffuser.
This windsock distributed gas more uniformly.
Sever_! inflation tests were conducted in a low

press-re chamber at JPL in order to optimize the

design of the windsock (length and mode of
attach,:lent). ,

Flight Test Controller: A Flight Test Controller

(FTC) that was located in DM commanded the
test. The RF command from the ground initiated

the preprogrammed test sequence. The set of

sensors including a load cell, 3-axis
accelerometer, pressure, temperature and GPS.

Deployment module: The whole system was
integr_._.ed as the Deployment Module (DM). A

set of carefully adjusted kevlar tethers and
bridles controlled the desired configuration on

each pnase of the flight test.

Pyro-actuators: Four pyrotechnical cable-cutters
were used to execute the flight sequence:

Pyro-A releases the flight system from the
tow-vehicle

Pyro-1 cuts bridles holding the balloon
container and DM together, opens the

container and releases the balloon to deploy;

Pyro-2 separates the test balloon from the

parachute
Pyro-3 cuts the inflation hose and a tether
between the test balloon and DM and

releases the test balloon for a free flight.

Pyro-A and Pyro-2 were actuated by a RF-
command from FTC over the short-range RF

link; it was allowed to avoid potential problems
with electrostatic discharge; elimination of long
wires in or over the test balloon envelope

significantly reduced the risk of its damage.

STATIC VALIDATION

Static Deployment Test: Few static deployment

tests were performed at JPL. The critical static

deployment test of the real 10-m 0.5 rail Mylar
balloon has been performed in the 60-m tall

hangar of the GSSL Tillamook facility. The
ripstitch has been attached to the hangar

structure; 35 kg payload, attached to the bottom

fitting of the balloon, simulated DM. The test
was successful; the inspection did not find any

damages of the balloon. The ripstitch was torn
20% less than predicted.

The result of another test at GSSL was

maintaining of stability of the parachute descent

with a very small payload. This test related to the

situation during the stratospheric test when drag
of the inflated balloon can exceed drag of the

parachute. The concern was that the parachute
may collapse and may fall on the balloon. The

test was performed with 5.4-m diameter fiat-disk

parachute and the payload 2.5 kg. The parachute
inflated and descended steadily.

St:,dic Full-Size lnflation Tests: To v:llidate the

overall inflation performance, :wo full scale 10-

m spherical balloons made of Mylar 0.5 and 0.3
mi; built by GSSL Inc., were inflated with the
inflation system in the environmental chamber.

The Space Power Facility of Lewis Research
Center (LeRC), now the Glenn Research Center,

in Sandusky, OH was used for this purpose. For
this test, the top fitting of the bal!oon was
attached with an elastic tether to the crane at the

ceiling; the bottom fitting was attached to the

platform. The balloon was stretched in the
vertical direction. The inflation system was

commanded remotely. Only 0.450 g of helium
was needed to fill the 10 m diameter (523 m3

balloon at 5 mb and ambient temperature of near
290K

Inflation of both balloons was completed

successfully in ~ 30 seconds. The gas expanding

through the windsock pushed out the envelope
and caused the windsock to move chaotically

during its inflation but it did not touched and
hence did not damaged the envelope. Fig. 4

shows four stages of the test.
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Fig 4: Inflation Test at Lewis Research Center

TROPOSPHERIC TESTS

Two low altitude tests (LAT-1 and LAT-2) of

full-scale deployment system were conducted

from either hot air balloon or helicopter from
approximately 1500 m altitude at sites of the

Southern California desert near Dryden Flight
Research Center. The functional aspectz of the

basic test system have alread2r been de.scribed

altho;gh the detailed configur__:ion evolved in
each :est. The first two tests focused on the

deployment system. In both tests 16-m of

polyethylene balloon simulator with a central
nylokl line was packed inside the container. A
Deployment Module (DM) -36 kg simulated the

inflation system. This was followed by LAT-3 a
full-up test of deployment and inflation

conducted on August 21, 1998.

Deployment System Demonstration in Low
Altitude Test 2 (LAT-2) The first test (LAT-I)

was performed to verify the performance of the

key systems elements and diagnostics; full-scale
deployment test LAT 2 was carried out July 21,

1998. This test of the deployment system was

highly successful.
The main results were:

Flight validation of the deployment concept

and the packaging scheme

Flight validatio:'_ of efficiency of the

ripstitch to decrease the deployment shock
to the acceptable level
Absence of hazardous rotation of DM or

twisting of the envelope after the

deployment
Validation of performance of Flight Test

Controller and avionics, RF-pyro actuators

and pyro-circuit_

In,ages of the payload at the moment of

deployment appear in Fig 5. Fig 5.a was taken
from the ground and shows the moment when
the balloon was separated from DM and the

recovery parachute deployed after Pyro-3 firing.

Fig.5.b is taken from the on-board camera during
LAT-I and shows the moment when the balloon

starts to deploy from the container.
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[IPLOYNI h'l"LOAO11151'S
HELICOPTER LIFTING PAYLOAD

Fig 5a and 5b: Fragments of the tests LAT-2 deployment view from the ground and
LAT-1 deployment view from DM.

Data from the accelerometer and from the load

cell measured during the deployment shown on

Fig.6

i a,_lL .1_, [I

..'r - - _"

11__ :

r

it_- - -

Fig.6.LAT-2 Load cell (top) and
accelerometer (bottom) data.

The load cell was installed between the bottom

fitting of the balloon and DM. The Pyro-I fired
at t=5 s. First 1.5 s (t=5.0...6.5s) balloon and
DM fall almost free: that manifests in the
reduced load and measured acceleration

(accelerometer measures non-gravitiy
acceleration). Short shock ~ 5 g at 6.5 s is the

deployment shock when the balloon is stretched.

The period from 6.5 s to 8.0 s corr:sponds to
tearing of the ripstit.ch; the average tension is

-800 N (80 kg) i.e. ,_ominal force of the ripstitch

Low altitude deployment and inaction test(
LAT 3: _le first _,omplete flight test of the

deployment and irflation of 0.5 _:fil Mylar
balloon was performed August 23, 1998 over El

Mirage Dry Lake, CA. A sub-scale 3-m

diameter spherical balloon was used in the test.
The available amount of gas was enough to
inflate 35% of the maximum volume of the

balloon. This test provided an opportunity to

validate the use of the bottom inflation system
for missions to bodies with much denser

atmospheres than Mars - specifically Venus and
Titan.

The flight system was suspended from the

helicopter with a 300 m long tether to avoid
effect of the downwash which could have

induced undesirable rotation of the payload. The
flight system was released by actuation of a hot-

wire cutter by the helicopter pilot. An RF

command then initiated the balloon deployment
sequence shortly after the parachute deployment.
The solenoid valve opened and inflation started
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[5 seconds after the deployment of the balloon.
The valve was closed 64 seconds later when all

helium was delivered into the balloon.

Fig.7 shows the pressure at the output of gas
Tanks (open squares) and at the output of the

pressure regulator (black diamonds).

Fig.7. LAT-3 Tank pressure and _ressure at
the of the regulator

Inflation started at t=ll s. The period 11...43 s

corresponds to period of effective operation of
the pressure regulator. This part is well

approximated with a constant flow rate inflation
-25 g/sec. When the tank pressure approaches

the regulator level (300 psi) the inflation
continues in a blow-down mode with exponential

decrease of the tark pressure

The mass of DM attached to the I_ottom fitting

of the balloon was --36 kg. The dynai;tic pressure

during the inflation was expected to be about 20
Pa. The balloon was deployed and inflated

successfully. In ten seconds the Pyro-3 cut the
inflation hose and the recovery parachute

deployed. The balloon was destroyed by a tether
attached to DM to avoid a possibility of drift out

of the test area.

Fig.8 shows moments of balloon deployment and
of separation of DM from the inflated balloon.

The main results of the test were:

Validation of the bottom inflation concept

for the tropospheric deployment
Validation of stability of the configuration:

during the test the parachute with the
attached balloon experienced a pronounced

gliding and oscillations; it did not caused

any aerodynamic instability and the inflation
was completed successfully

Confirmation that twisting of the balloon

and significant rotation of DM are not

developing during the deployment and

inflation process.

Fig.8. LAT-3 Deployment and inflation of 3-m
lVlylar balloon

This test has a special value since the

atmospheric environment and the size of the
balloon were appropriate to the deployment at
the altitude ~ 53 km in the atmo.,.phere of Venus.

The test validated the technology of the

deployment and inflation of a thin film balloon
in the planets with dense atmospheres (Venus,
Titan, and Jupiter). The VEGA balloon

experience though extremely important was not
completely adequate since the material of the
VEGA balloon was much more robust (300

g/m2) and a much heavier top inflation system
was used.

STRATOSPHERIC TESTS

High altitude (stratospheric) tests were
conducted over water in the Gulf of Mexico and

from the island of Hawaii.

Flight System Design." For the stratospheric
tests, some design changes were made

• Flexible fabric bag replaced the hca_ y solid
balloon container.
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• A real tirne video system replaced the

cassette recorder because sate recovery of the
test system could not be guaranteed

• The llight avionics was qualified in, a
thermovacuum chamber

The 10-m balloon packed into the bag was

placed in the chamber also to evacuate the

residual gas. It was assumed that the method of

packaging will provide a pathway for the gas to
the opened fitting. The pressure and temperature

change in the chamber simulated the expected
ascent profile. The shapes of the bag and of the

balloon were continuously monitored.

The amount of the residual gas was evaluated by

comparing the size of balloon after a rapid

pressurization of the chamber. The balloon was
contracted less than 10% in diameter when the

pressure increased from 4.8 mb to 1000 mb. It
corresponds -9 I at 4.8 mb. The efficiency of the

gas evacuation was confirmed in the

stratospheric test.

The configuration of the payload was modified:
only one tank was used for the inflation and the

system was put into the hemispherical shell to

demonstrate the possibility to meet the
Micromission configuration requirements. The

view of the assembled DM is shown on Fig. 9

and ,,everal le_t launche', perlt_rmed at JPL.
Strict Crlleri:.t I_>r start of HII]ati_H1 ;.lnd launch

were ath_pled and the latmch procedures were
reviscd.

Stratospheric Test at tlawaii Launch Site
(STRA-2A). The launch on March 7 1999 was

completely successful (Fig. 10). The flight
system reached the altitude ~34.5 km in -90 rain

after the launch: by this time the balloon was at -
50 km from the launch site. Unexpectedly the
command/data link that demonstrated a reliable

performance in all previous tests failed just few
minutes after the launch. It resulted in loss of all

data except for video and radiosonde and made

impossible earlier start of the test sequence.

Fig.9. STIL_-2 Deployment Module

The first two attempts (STRA-I and STRA-2)
fail due to failures at the carrier-balloon launch.

As a result of this, we took special measures to
reduce launch risks. The measures included:
installation of an anemometer at the launch site

and the round-clock monitoring of the local

winds, a numerical model of the launch process
designed to determine the maximum launch wind

Fig 10: STRA-2A Launch

The balloon drifted for 80 min more when a

timer in FTC initiated the preprogrammed

deployment sequence. By this time the balloon
_as at 110-141) km from the ground station -
well out of the nominal range of TV system-

and the qualit.v of TV data decreased
dramatically.

Nominal tlight s\stem configurations during the
ph:tsc,_ of the _tratospheric test _ere shown
earlier on Fig3.

In _pitc o1 poor quality of the TV link the data
from both camera_, _('ANI-I and CAM-2} and
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radiosonde data have permitted the

reconstruction of the sequence of test events.

The first three steps of the deployment/inflation

sequence occurred as planned.

At 10:03:19 HST the Pyro-A fired by a
radio-command from FI"C and the parachute

with DM separated from the carrier-balloon.
The parachute was inflated in 2.2 seconds

and the motion of the system stabilized. The

descent velocity was about 40 m/s (dynamic

pressure ~ 8 Pa).

At 10:03:35 Pyfo-I fired, DM was released,

the balloon bag opened and balloon started

to deploy (Fig. 12).

The balloon deployment was completed in
less than 2.5 seconds. At 10:03:42 the

solenoid valve opened and the inflation
started. The view of the inflating balloon is

captured on a few video fragments. At
-10:04:03 i.e. -21 s after start of inflation,

the balloon failed and separated from DM

being attached to the lower end of the

ripstitch.

After the failure DM started free fall and the

parachute wi_h attached Camera-2, ripstitch
and balloon envelope slowly descended. The
video and radiosonde data from DM

received for -- 4.5 rain after beginning of the

deployment sequence whenDM was at -10
km above the ocean. The video data from

the parachute received for 1 hr 45 min after
deployment until 11:50 a.m.

Fig. 11 shows the distance between the DM and

ra-
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Fig 11: Distance between DM and parachute

during balloon deployment

the parachute during the balloon deployment
estimated from analysis of images (unfilled

diamonds) and the simulated values (black

squares); the triangles correspond to the
parachute diameter estimated from the images

The model demonstrates qualitative agreement
with the results obtained from the video: the

deployment process took -2 seconds.
Quantitative difference could be explained by the

simplification in the model and by a poor
accuracy of estimates of distance from the

pictures especially when diameter of an object is
small; distortion of the camera, poor quality and

diffusiveness of images contribute to the errors.

Fig.12 shows expected helium tank pressure in

psia (crosses) and percentage of mass of gas
delivered to balloon during the inflation

(squares); the data are computed by a

corresponding scaling of LAT-3 result (Fig.7)
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Fig.12. Expected STRA-2A tank pressure and
delivered helium mass

The data shows that by the time of the balloon
failure (21 s of inflation) more than 90% of gas
was delivered to the balloon. The gas occupied

-50% of the maximum balloon volume (the
balloon was under the tension from the both

fittings and its actual volume was less than
maximum when it has a spherical shape).

The results of the tests are under analysis now;

their lessons will be incorporated in the new

stratospheric flight.
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In spite of that failure the major objectivesof this
first stratospheric test have been met and we
consider the test results ashighly successful.

During the test were validated: the new balloon
container design; the residual gas evacuation
procedure: overall concept of the flight system;
system operation at stratospheric environment
and under the deployment loads; the
stratospheric balloon deployment without
evidence of the damage; no indications on
instability or twisting after deployment and at
least for 90% of inflation time; Pyro-system
performance

S_RY

The major results of the current MABVAP stage
are:

investigated the most critical factors of the
airborne deployment and inflation of the
light-gas thin film balloons in the planetary
atmospheres;
designed and built prototypes of the major
system components of the flight system,
developed an adequate method of packaging
and residual gas evacuation,
performed successful laboratory and flight
tests at the troposphere,
validated technology of airborne deployment
of a thin-film balloons in dense atmospheres
(Earth, Titan, Jupiter),
developed capability for lc.w-cost year-
round stratospheric tests
obtained encouraging results trom the first
stratospheric test of a full-scale balloon
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